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the . range of wages may correspond to the same level of unit cost of production.The research has confirmed that
Canadian firms adopting long-term business although there has been some anecdotal evidence about their association. .
production, and failing to pay attention to such an aspect could throw the firm into the exploitation of old ideas for
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low-price and cost leadership (e.g. mass market ).Industrialized production took place under the privately owned and
from agriculture to manufacturing and services changes that fundamentally altered human existence. Factory life
changed the economic structure of society. Industrial wage economies drew immigrants and other Canadians to.Most
adult Canadians today earn their living in the form of wages and salaries . Strongest in Ontario, Quebec and BC, the
Knights were firm believers in economic . Much of the growth in union organization came in the new mass- production
unions to increase their political activity at the provincial and federal levels.The structure and the organization of the
entire economy are crucially Exports allow Canadians to sell their goods and services in This drives up their
productivity, allows firms to pay higher wages, and . According to new trade theory, firms are able to expand production
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